
Year 3 Maths Learning Sequence 
8: Written Addition

(5 lessons)



1.11.2021
To read and write numbers up to 1000 in numerals and 
words

Vocabulary:
addition
plus
increase
total
altogether
ones
tens
hundreds
columnar

Think about the 
learning we 

have done this 
week…

Check out the 
vocabulary



To read and write numbers up to 1000 in numerals 
and words
Learning Task 1

Write the number 72 in words.

Write the number 65 in words.

Write the number 127 in words.

Write the number 639 in words.

Write the number 482 in words.

Write the number 704 in words.



Learning Task 2

Write the following numbers in numerals.
Eighty nine

Seven hundred and two

Six hundred and fifty four

Three hundred and sixty seven

Eight hundred and thirty five 



Learning task 3
Game time! BINGO

A game for 4 players 
• 1 resource sheet per group
• Cut up into 4 game boards.
• Children have a board each.
• Each player takes turns to roll the dice to reveal a digit.
• If any player has that digit they record it in the right 
place on their board.

• The first person to fill all of their spaces is a WINNER!
• The winner reads out their winning numbers





2.11.2020
LO: To use a formal written method for addition 
(no regrouping)

Vocabulary:

addition
plus
increase
total
altogether
ones
tens

Think about the 
learning we 

have done this 
week…

commutative 
hundreds
columnar
addend 
sum

Check out the 
vocabulary



Look at the Learning tasks on your tables.
Todd, Helen and Mike did a Science test and an 
History test. 
They were given results and wanted to see who 
had done the best overall. 
How could we help them?

Helen

Science 32

History 45

Todd

Science 42

History 36

Mike

Science 53

History 25



Top Tip - estimation can help!

Helen

Science 32

History 45

Todd

Science 42

History 36

Mike

Science 53

History 25

_36_ is approximately equal to __40_____
_42_____ is approximately equal to ___40____
_40_____ plus _40______ equals __80______
So _36_ plus _42_ is approximately equal to _80_



You will need your 
column addition 
frame and place 
value counters

Todd

Science 42

History 36

1) Represent both 
addends

2) Calculate ones

2 ones plus 6 
ones is 8 ones

3) Calculate tens

4 tens plus 3 tens 
is 7 tens

4) Read the 
number in the 
answer box

Todd scored 78 
points



Todd, Helen and Mike also did a Maths test and 
an English test. 
They were given results and wanted to see who 
had done the best overall. 
How could we help them?

Helen

Maths 425

English 461

Todd

Maths 560

English 328

Mike

Maths 482

English 407



Top Tip - estimation can help!

Helen

Science 32

History 45

Todd

Science 42

History 36

Mike

Science 53

History 25

_560 is approximately equal to _600__
_328_____ is approximately equal to __300__
_600__ plus _300_ equals __900__
So _560_ plus _328_ is approximately equal to _900_

Helen

Maths 425

English 461

Todd

Maths 560

English 328

Mike

Maths 482

English 407



You will need your 
column addition 
frame and place 
value counters

1) Represent both 
addends

2) Calculate ones

0 ones plus 8 ones is 
8 ones

3) Calculate tens

6 tens plus 2 tens is 8 
tens

4) Calculate hundreds

5 hundreds plus 3 
hundreds is 8 hundreds

5) Read the number in 
the answer box

Todd scored 888 points

Todd

Maths 560

English 328



What are the characteristics of 
column addition?

• Numbers are written in the correct columns.
• Either number can be on the top (commutative).
• One digit in each column for each number.
• There is an addition symbol to the left of the 
bottom number.

• There are two straight lines for the answer to be 
put in (tunnel).

•We start calculating from the right column.



Now continue with the Learning 
tasks.



CHALLENGE

• Use two sets of digit cards 0 – 4.

•Make 2 three digit numbers that when added 
produce a sum that is as near to 500 as 
possible.

1 2 3 40



3.11.2020
LO: To use a formal written method for addition 
(regrouping of ones)

Vocabulary:

addition
plus
increase
total
altogether
ones
tens

Think about the 
learning we 

have done this 
week…

hundreds
commutative 
regroup 
columnar
addend 
sum

Check out the 
vocabulary



What has gone wrong?

8 6    2                                3       7                                  4       2       2

3 5                                      5      1       1                                   1        3      3+ + +



What are the characteristics of 
column addition?

• Numbers are written in the correct columns.
• Either number can be on the top (commutative).
• One digit in each column for each number.
• There is an addition symbol to the left of the 
bottom number.

• There are two straight lines for the answer to be 
put in (tunnel).

•We start calculating from the right column.



Adding and regrouping 436 + 8
Hundreds Tens Ones



Adding and regrouping 436 + 8
Hundreds Tens Ones

You try 506 + 7



Adding and regrouping 356 + 238
Hundreds Tens Ones

You try 247 + 335

356 is about 350
238 is about 240
350 + 240 = 590

3   5   6
2 3   8
5 9   4

1



Learning Task 1
1. 39 + 2
2.55 + 8
3.68 + 7

3   5   6
2 3   8
5 9   4

1

Learning Task 4
1. 539 + 222
2.545 + 316
3.268 + 407

Learning Task 2
1. 48 + 33
2.65 + 29
3.44 + 39

Learning Task 3
1. 348 + 13
2.652 + 28
3.407 + 59





Discuss – who is correct and why



4.11.2020
LO: To regroup 10s and 1s in written addition

Vocabulary:

addition
plus
increase
total
altogether
ones
tens

Think about the 
learning we 

have done this 
week…

hundreds
commutative
regroup
columnar
addend 
sum Check out the 

vocabulary



What are the characteristics of 
column addition?

• Numbers are written in the correct columns.
• Either number can be on the top (commutative).
• One digit in each column for each number.
• There is an addition symbol to the left of the 
bottom number.

• There are two straight lines for the answer to be 
put in (tunnel).

•We start calculating from the right column.



David and Nancy buy drinks. 

85p 30p

How much did their mum pay?



85p + 30p

Hundreds Tens Ones 8   5
3   0

1 1 5
1   

115p

The sum of 5 ones and 0 ones is 5 ones
The sum of 8 tens and 3 tens is 11 tens
11 tens is made up for 1 hundred and 1 ten
The sum of 1 hundred and 0 hundreds is 1 hundred



David and Nancy buy some food.

450p

356p

How much did their mum pay?



450 + 356
Hundreds Tens Ones

4 5   0
3   5   6

You try 460 + 366
The sum of 0 ones and 6 ones is 6 ones
The sum of 5 tens and 5 tens is 10 tens
10 tens is made up for 1 hundred and 0 tens
The sum of 4 hundreds and 3 hundreds and one hundred is 7 hundreds

6
1

08

806p



David and Nancy decide the need pudding

258p
367p

How much did their mum pay?



258 + 367Hundreds Tens Ones

2   5   8
3   6   7

You try 269 + 365

The sum of 8 ones and 7 ones is 15 ones
15 ones is made from 1 ten and 5 ones

526

1 1

The sum of 5 tens and 6 tens and 1 ten is 12 tens
12 tens is made up for 1 hundred and 2 tens
The sum of 2 hundreds and 3 hundreds and 1 hundred is 6 hundreds

625p



Next, circle the additions not needing regrouping in red. 
Then, circle the additions needing 1 regroup (tens or ones) in blue.
Finally, circle the additions needing two lots of regrouping (tens and 
ones) in green.

First, answer each calculation. 



Greater Depth



5.11.2020
LO: To solve addition problems 

Vocabulary:

addition
plus
increase
total
altogether
ones
tens
hundreds

Think about the 
learning we 

have done this 
week…

commutative
columnar
regroup
addend 
sum

Check out the 
vocabulary



Which is the correct column 
method calculation?
6    0    2                                        3       7                          4        3       3

3 5                                      5      1       1                          1        2       2

9    5    2                               5      4       8                           3        1       1

+ + -

1 1    9                                        3       7                          4        3       8

3 5    9                                  5      1       1                        1        9       7

4 6 5      4       8                             3        12    15

+ + +



What are the characteristics of 
column addition?

• Numbers are written in the correct columns.
• Either number can be on the top (commutative).
• One digit in each column for each number.
• There is an addition symbol to the left of the 
bottom number.

• There are two straight lines for the answer to be 
put in (tunnel).

•We start calculating from the right column.



Farmer John and Farmer Josie are getting married.

How many cows will they have once they are 
married?

450 75



450 + 75
Hundreds Tens Ones

4 5   0
7   5   

The sum of 0 ones and 5 ones is 5 ones
The sum of 5 tens and 7 tens is 12 tens
12 tens is made up from 1 hundred and 2 tens
The sum of 4 hundreds and one hundred is 5 hundreds

5
1

25

525 cows



Farmer John has 557 chickens. When Farmer Josie 
moves in she will bring another 389 chickens. How 
many chickens will they have once they are 
married?

389
557



557 + 389Hundreds Tens Ones

5   5   7
3   8   9

6
1
49

1

The sum of 7 ones and 9 ones is 16 ones
16 ones is made from 1 ten and 6 ones
The sum of 5 tens and 8 tens and 1 ten is 14 tens
14 tens is made up from 1 hundred and 4 tensThe sum of 5 hundred, 3 hundreds 

and 1 hundred is 9 hundreds

946 chickens



Farmer John has 269 black sheep and Farmer 
Josie has 365 white sheep. How many sheep will 
they have once they are married?

269
365



Farmer John has 342m of fencing and will need 
another 278m to fit all the new sheep in. How 
many metres of fencing will her have altogether?

Now look at the Learning tasks on your tables.


